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Superhero Girl Raid Vol. 55 of the "Hi-5"
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tÂ·Â·Ã‚Â¦Ã‚Â¦iÂ¦. $ A: The redirect is happening

because of the way you've worded the PHP.
Instead of header("Location: "); you should
use header("Location: "); exit(); Putting exit
after the header is what makes the redirect

happen after the page is loaded. If you want a
page to load then redirect, you need to use
exit. If you don't want it to load, you need to

remove the exit. That being said, I would
recommend to look at moving that PHP script

to a separate file and using the file as an
includes, instead of concatenating the script

into itself. Q: How to use the own api with rest-
framework? I 50b96ab0b6
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Artelugos Os Artelugos () is a 1995 Brazilian
romantic drama film directed by Fernando

Resende and starring Tainá Braz. It was
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Appropriateness of current tag? Currently the
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question. The only the tag excerpt is "The
genre of the work." Other tags like code-

example-text or code-language-text would be
useful. A: There are two problems with having
a code-example-text tag: code-example-text is

not an example of code, but example code
(with the emphasis on example); code-

example-text is not a text, but an example of
text. In the first case, there are very few

examples of code that are not also examples
of software, documentation, scripts, etc. The

software example is the best analogy; the few
examples of code that are not a software

example may be classified as documentation
or scripting. There is also not a single use of

code-example-text where code is not
mentioned by the asker, so even though it is a
technically valid tag, it has no purpose in the
vast majority of cases. What I'm getting at

here is this: the tag doesn't make any sense.
In the second
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